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About This Game

A fast red airplane is your transport as you fly at high speed through a landscape of mountains and suburbs, the ocean, a ranch
and more. Don your Oculus Rift headset and pilot the plane with an Oculus Touch controller (designed to be played sitting
down!) avoiding all obstacles and collecting fuel tokens to fly as far as you can. We wish you good flying and an exciting

journey!

* Thrilling endless-flyer gameplay
* Colorful, low-poly graphics

* Play with Oculus Touch
* Exciting in-game music

* Make it to the top of the Steam global Leaderboard
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Problem online multiplayer unable to join !!!!!
some one same isuue with me?. A travesty of a port.

The PS3 original was released ten years ago. It was and still is a classic. Unfortunately, Annapurna dropped the ball with this
shoddy conversion plagued with a multitude of issues.

First of all, the technical analysis.

The audio is downright glitchy. The sound effects (like collecting petals) are full of clicks and pops. The elaborate acoustic
effects of the PS3 version (like the music being faded and muffled while standing still) have been entirely removed, killing the
immersion. Here, the music always plays at full volume. Sometimes the audio doesn't work at all when launching the game.

Also, either the cutscenes introducing each chapter have been removed (maybe because of their lower resolution) or they don't
play at all on my machine, I can't tell. All I get is a black screen with the music before the chapter starts. Finally, be aware that
this port requires a CPU with AVX instructions, for God knows whatever reasons.

Let's talk about the real issue of this port: the controls.

They all suck. Forget about the mouse and keyboard, this game wasn't designed around these devices. What about the analog
stick of the default pad settings? It barely manages to do the job. The ONLY way to appreciate Flower is to play with a Sixaxis
(gyroscope) controller, which these days means a DualShock 4. Since the gyro is not supported by XInput, you'll have to use the
DS4 through its barebone "native" DInput driver (no Big Picture mode, no DS4Windows, no HidGuardian).

When you finally get the DS4 to work, and if you're familiar with the PS3 version, you quickly realize that the "native" driver
doesn't work great either. The gyro sensibility is too high and, worst of all, the analog triggers are recognized as simple digital
buttons, which means instant full speed instead of progressive acceleration, making the game tedious at best. And when you turn
around, the landscape stays basically upright, while it was banking in the original (Afterburner style).

This port lacks complete polish. To this day, not a single patch has been released and I doubt we will ever see one. I hope
Journey will not suffer the same mess, but I have no trust in the publisher. Today, I've just lost 5 bucks.

Flower deserved better on PC. Score: 2\/10.

For reference: https:\/\/psnprofiles.com\/trophies\/69-flower\/Ryusennin. fail game! dont buy\/play it! + do not buy the badge!
h3h3~ =(. 5 Great episodes showing the indie process with two people in each episode.

Getting the games themselves as well was a great surprise! They're some fun games and especially fun after seeing all the work
put into them in the episodes! For a 7 dollar price tag, it's a must buy for any aspiring or already working indie developer..
Endless fun, its so hilarious and cheap and small i definitely recommend getting this game with friends because it has it own
special taste with friends!. There's not really much to explain about the gameplay that you can't see in the trailers.

It's a 2d hack and slash that has monsters attacking in waves. After the last wave you advance to the next stage until you reach
the end of an act.

You level up and upgrade your skills, you can find and buy gear to increase your stats.
Unfortunately, there are no unlockable abilities, only things to unlock are the characters.

There are plenty of playable characters to pick from, which all play differently.
Sometimes they might seem pretty weak at first, but that gets better as you level up your skills and get some better gear.

Difficulty is a little unbalanced, act 1 and 2 are quite easy, 3 is insanely difficult, 4 is really easy and 5 is medium difficulty.
You get a boss on the end of each act, but those are not too hard either.
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There's also an endless survival mode with a leaderboard to play.

Can't say anything about the multiplayer part, haven't tried it yet.

Unfortunately, there's not a whole lot of replay value I think, unless you like to play all the characters.

Overall, pretty decent game to kill some time, I really got hooked and was a little disappointed that it feels rather short, so I
suggest playing this in small doses.

Not related to the actual gameplay, but the developers seem really nice.
I originally wrote a negative review because of broken controller support and I was personally contacted by a developer after it
was fixed! Now that's some service.. To start off; This game is in early access at the moment, so don't expect it to be perfect.
The game is pretty fun, and has quite beautiful scenery. For me, this is the kind of game that you could pick up and play and
then 3 hours fly by without you knowing, the island is large, the combat is fun, the scenery is beautiful, yes the colors are a bit
much but that can be fixed.

I haven't built too much yet, so I'll probably update this review when I build more stuff.. Visual novels aren't usually my thing,
but this one kept me reading until I finished it all in one sitting. That alone would be enough to recommend it. The story's great,
but felt a bit weird when the supernatural bits starting showing up, but I got used to that quickly. The romantic subplot, at least
in the path I took, felt natural. There's also the little bit of the main character changing her appearance over time depending on
your choices, which I liked. The only flaws I could find were the rare grammar and capitalization errors (which could easily be
fixed in an update) and the somewhat anti-climactic ending.

If you're into non-linear visual novels or supernatural stories with good writing, I'd highly recommend this. I might play this later
to see just how much the story changes with your choices. There's certainly an implication that it will.. i love the horn on this
DRGW SD50, i've operated the SD50 on an intermodal train for CSX, im operating a DRGW inspection train on the BNSF
racetrack.. Require ubisoft launcher, too.
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joney cage is awsome
. This game deserve a lot more bad reviews. A LOT.. This i great fun! I like tower defence and this is like tower defence on
steroids. Wild!
I also really like the graphics and the atmosphere of this game. If you like action and tower defence strategy
i can definitely recommend this title.. I remember playing this game hermit just came out. O man, as little kid who likes a sight
of things being destroyed, cars, guns it was perfect and I remember all these countless hours spent in front of the computer
playing ctashday and creating my own maps.
I definitely recommend this game to everyone who likes to spend their free time in the most fun way possible.
100/10 ✌. NOTE: Despite my lambasting of this particular game in this review, similar content \/ characters \/ and setting is
better done in a more recent point-and-click style \/ adventure game from the same developers, located here:

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/630170\/Murder_In_Tehrans_Alleys_1933\/

The presentation of the story there is much better suited to that genre of game, and the voice acting is far more consistent.

That being said, on with Dark Years...

I thought the setting of this game seemed interesting and I am a big fan of detective \/ noir \/ pulp style storylines, so I was
incredibly disappointed to see just how low quality this game is.

I can handle and even admire a low quality game if it's rough around the edges but still fun to play but the translation on this
game and some of the voiceacting is downright comedic in how bad it is. Although the voice acting in the trailer on Steam
sounds fine enough let me assure you the actual game's voice acting is BAAAAAAD. One of the early characters you encounter
(who looks like a gruff, 50-60 year old male hobo) sounds like a 5 year old girl explaining something to you and the translation
is so terrible that what they are saying doesn't even make sense. While this is funny to see, I was also simultaneously weeping
that I had paid money to experience it.

The voice acting and overall pace of the game may pick up later after you slog through the garbage introductory sequence, but
for myself I couldn't even be bothered to sift through it too much. From what I remember the game uses a checkpoint save
system as well, so if you find yourself stuck on a particularly annoying sequence but happen to exit before a checkpoint good
luck accomplishing the same tasks again.

I would only recommend this game to the most hardcore of fans of detective type storylines but be warned the product itself is
very unpolished.. I love story based alchemy games with dark themes.

This game is amazing.

It reminds me of Animamundi Dark but more accessible to casual players!

Love this game!!!
. What a Load of ♥♥♥♥e
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